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Abstract—Complex software systems orchestrate interactions
between components of the system. Integration testing of such
systems involves making individual unit tests for individual
components that work together to test the interactions between
components. Unit tests for different components often consist
of heterogeneous representations of test data and test behavior
written in various implementation languages. As a result, in
integration testing it is an advantage to use a single formal
testing language like TTCN-3 (Testing and Test Control
Notation Version 3). We propose a transformation tool for
Data-Driven Testing to generate TTCN-3 test suites that
include data types, templates and test behavior from tables.
This process is relatively straightforward for relational data
bases and XML (eXtensible Markup Language) because they
are based on well-defined data models. Excel is more complex
because it has no such data models. We have developed a tool
that assists the tester in extracting TTCN-3 typing information
from Excel tables to produce TTCN-3 templates and test
behaviors and optimize their re-usability.

that consists of test data and test logic and a concrete layer
that consists of codecs to encode and decode data into the
specific format and protocol needed to test a component. In
particular, the TTCN-3 concept of template to represent test
data and expected responses is reusable whereas simple
DDT is not, and TTCN-3 strong typing enables early
detection of errors in test data.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Complex software systems orchestrate interactions
between components of the system. Integration testing
involves making individual unit tests for individual
components that work together to test the interactions
between components. Unit testing alone does not guarantee
that components interact correctly. Unit tests for different
components often consist of heterogeneous representations
of test data and test behavior written in various
implementation languages. Ideally, integration testing would
use a single formal testing language like TTCN-3 (Testing
and Test Control Notation Version 3).
Data-Driven Testing (DDT) is well known in industry.
There are a variety of industry-oriented definitions online
and the concept is discussed and explained in detail in Web
sites [4][6], user forums [5][11], frameworks [9][12],
patents [13][14], application domains [10] and linked with
other testing models [3][15]. The basic principle consists of
separating test data (inputs and expected outputs) from test
scripts (test behavior) as shown in Figure 1. The test data is
stored as tables in relational databases, XML (eXtensible
Markup Language) documents or Excel spreadsheets. More
advanced test technologies such as TTCN-3 [3] allow a
flexible separation of concerns between an abstract layer

Figure 1. DDT separation model

Thus, we propose a transformation tool to generate
TTCN-3 test suites that include data types, templates and
test behavior, from DDT tables. This process is relatively
straightforward for relational data bases and XML because
they are based on well-defined data models. However, the
case of Excel [1] is more complex because such data models
do not exist. We have developed a tool that assists the tester
in extracting TTCN-3 typing information from Excel tables
to produce TTCN-3 templates and test behavior and
optimize their re-usability.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section
II we present an overview of data-driven testing and TTCN3. In section III, we present our approach for transforming
data-driven test tables into TTCN-3 test suites. In section
IV, we present our tool implementation and evaluation. And
finally, in section V, we present the conclusion.
II.

DATA-DRIVEN TESTING AND TTCN-3

The main goal of DDT is to allow application domain
experts without programming skills to prepare test data and
to reduce maintenance costs. Test data is commonly stored
in tables using one of the following three mechanisms:
 Relational databases
 XML documents
 Excel tables
While the two first approaches provide data models
(table column descriptions for relational databases and XML
schema for XML documents) and are thus unambiguous,
Excel spreadsheets do not. The data models are absent

because tables contain only data with column headings.
Although one can set data types for the cells of a column
mostly to specify the display format for numeric types
(number of decimal digits for numbers), the default data
type is the general data type. Also, there is no explicit
definition of field names. Only column headings hint at
what the fields in a structured data type could be.
Another challenge in DDT is that tests are strictly
sequential as it is impossible to describe alternatives easily
with tables only. Thus, a test step consists of reading a row
of data, performing the test by either sending a message to
the system under test (SUT) or invoking a function with
parameters and checking the response message of the SUT
or the return value of the function against a test oracle
(expected response). It is the responsibility of the
programmer of the test script to determine the exact location
of the various pieces of data in the table to transfer them to
the fields of some structured type variable and distinguish
what is test data from what is a test oracle.
The test scripting language TTCN-3 has been used for
model-driven testing in general, and has many features that
make it an effective tool for DDT. TTCN-3 is based on a
separation of concerns between an abstract layer and a
concrete layer. The basic elements of an abstract layer
consist mainly in the following components:
 Data typing definitions
 Templates definitions
 Behavior definitions
As shown in Figure 2, separate template definitions for
Test Data, and separate test behavior definitions for test
scripts means that TTCN-3 has the same separation model
that DDT has (as shown in Figure1).

Figure 2. TTCN-3 separation model

A TTCN-3 template defines test data (stimuli or test
oracle). Each template has a name that can be referred to in
behavior definitions or reused in further template definitions
like a variable. For test oracles, that variable contains
program code used to verify that a response corresponds to
the test oracle. The concrete layer consists of codecs that
translate abstract into concrete data and vice versa and
communicates with the SUT. We present three examples
next.
Data type definition example for a structured type
The main difference with Excel-based DDT is that in
TTCN-3 we define data types as shown in Figure 3 to be
able to define templates. This is because in TTCN-3, the
matching of test oracles is achieved at once for all test data

as opposed to the DDT approach of using an atomic
assertion mechanism for each individual piece of data .
type record MyCarRequestType {
integer nbDoors,
charstring model,
charstring brand }
type record MyCarResponseType {
charstring model,
charstring brand,
float listPrice }
Figure 3. TTCN-3 Data Typing Example

XML or Database [16] based DDT is handled via a
built-in mechanism of TTCN-3 tools that translates for
example an XML schema directly into TTCN-3 data types.
Template definition example
A TTCN-3 template as show in Figure 4 resembles a
structured type variable assignment but in essence it is very
different from a typical programming language variable.
The values being assigned to the fields of this structured
data type have two different meanings depending of the
direction of a message in the communication system. When
using the template for sending data, they are plain data that
is either encoded to be sent in the case of messages or
values of parameters for a function being invoked. When
using the template as a test oracle, the values mean that the
response message or return value must match the values
given in the template. The matching mechanism itself is a
built-in feature of TTCN-3 execution tools and thus does
not need to be programmed by the users. Thus, a TTCN-3
template is more like an implicit program.
template MyCarRequestType
myTiguanRequest := {
nbDoors := 5,
model := “Tiguan”,
brand := “VW”
}
template MyCarResponseType
myTiguanResponse := {
model := “Tiguan”,
brand := “VW”,
listPrice := 35000.00
}

Figure 4. TTCN-3 Template Example

Behavior definition example
Behavior definitions as shown on Figure 5 consist in
sending data to the SUT and trying to match a response or
return value to a test oracle. The TTCN-3 send and receive
commands use template names where data or test oracles are
defined. TTCN-3 receive statements are usually contained
in an alt statement (alternative). This is to handle various
potential responses and assign a corresponding verdict (pass
or fail). The generic receive without parameters means

receive any value and tester typically assign a fail verdict
with such a construct.
myPort.send(myTiguanRequest);
timer myTimer = 5.0;
alt {
[] myPort.receive(myTiguanResponse)
{ setverdict (pass)}
[] myPort.receive
{setverdict(fail)}
[] myTimer.timeout
{setverdict(inconc)}
}

Then this brandType could have been used in the
MyCarRequestType as follows:
type record MyCarRequestType { integer
nbDoors, charstring model, brandType
brand }
Figure 8. TTCN-3 data sub-typing Example

The use of a brand name, other than the one found in the
list of the data type brandType, would cause a compile
error. In DDT, the same error would be detected only at run
time. The following example would trigger a compile error.

Figure 5. TTCN-3 Test Behavior Example

TTCN-3 also has timers that can be set and timeouts are
part of an alternative. If any of the receive statements in the
alternative do not match the response, eventually the timer
will time out and a corresponding verdict can be set. Also,
the receive statement is not fully equivalent to an assertion.
When a receive statement fails, TTCN-3 merely tries the
next alternative. This is similar to a rule based system.
Because a template is like a variable, it is fully re-usable
either in different tests but also in the definition of other
templates where a field is of the data type of the re-usable
template. Another interesting aspect of templates is that
since templates are referenced by name, when performing
tests with the same data, it doesn’t need to be redefined or
read for each test like in DDT. More important is the feature
that allows deriving a template from another existing
template by specifying only the delta, thus avoiding
specifying portions of the same data several times.

template MyCarRequestType
myToyotaRequest := {
nbDoors := 5,
model := “Corolla”,
brand := “Toyota”
}
Figure 9. TTCN-3 template with Restricted sub-type Example

The other benefit of TTCN-3 is in its test results display.
Each test event (send or receive) is displayed and TTCN-3
tools allow for inspection of the results by providing a
comparison between the response data received and the test
oracle as shown in Figure 10 where the expected listPrice of
$35000.00 did not match the response value of $15000.00.

template MyType myGolfRequest
modifies myTiguanRequest := {
model:= “Golf” }
Figure 6. TTCN-3 template modification Example

Transforming DDT into TTCN-3 has several benefits.
From a language point of view, TTCN-3 is based on strong
typing. Strong typing allows one to restrict the usage of data
by type. In other constructs, such as templates data, being
sent or received can be set to a precise type. In loose table
formats such as Excel, there is no way to specify such
restrictions which inevitably leads to undetectable errors at
design time. Relational databases or XML documents are
typed but not always strongly. For example in relation
databases there is no way to specify exactly which values
are allowed in a specific data type. In our
MyCarRequestType, we could have further refined this type
definition by restricting the brand field type. Instead of
using the generic charstring type, we could have defined a
brandType as follows:
type charstring brandType
( “VW”, “Mercedes”, “Renault”, “Fiat”,
“Ford”, “Chrysler” );
Figure 7. TTCN-3 type Restriction Example

Figure 10. TTCN-3 tools results inspection feature

Transforming relational data bases into TTCN-3 have
already been handled by Stepien et al. [7, 8]. They are also
supported by most TTCN-3 tools. However, until now, the
conversion of Excel tables into TTCN-3 has not been
addressed in TTCN-3 or the academic literature.
III.

TRANSFORMING TABLES INTO TTCN-3 TEST SUITES

Transforming Excel tables into TTCN-3 test suites
consists of determining data types which include field
names of the implicit structured type that a table represents
and the type of each such field. Also, we need to distinguish
what is data to be sent from data that represents a test oracle.

For example, in the Excel table shown in Figure 11, we can
find two sub-tables, one for stimuli test data and one for
response test oracles. The stimuli sub-table is a simple
structured type while the response test oracle table is a
complex structured type where the observations field is
itself a structured type.

time only. This inevitably increases the testing cycle where
tests have to be run several times and test results analyzed.
By comparison, the TTCN-3 template approach would
detect a number of errors already at compile time when the
converted templates are compiled.
Also, if the process is fully automated, the user, in this
case the application domain expert, not the programmer, can
correct the errors in the Excel table and the TTCN-3 test
suite can be automatically re-generated and thus recompiled without any additional efforts from the
programmer. It has to be noted that the original DDT Excel
table approach is not completely eliminated because it is
still a benefit to have a non-programmer domain expert to
code test data. Actually, with this automated Excel table
conversion process, the coding effort of the programmer is
quasi null. The only task for the TTCN-3 programmer is to
direct the application domain expert to the elements in the
Excel table which have errors.

Figure 11. Excel table to be converted example

A. Extracting TTCN-3 Typing from Excel Spreadsheets
TTCN-3 typing can be derived from the tables quasi
automatically. The data can be scanned to determine their
type (alphanumeric, numeric or boolean). Also, the field
names of a structured data type can be derived from the
headings of the columns as for example in the range of
row/column B5 to J6 in Figure 11. Complex data types
containing fields that are themselves of a structured subtype can be derived using the indication of Excel spans of a
cell, here in cell H5 for the observation field that covers the
range H6 to J6 for the field names of this sub-type. The
generated data types contain comments that indicate their
origin on the table to improve traceability.

The problem is how to automate the process of
determining the data types and location where to read data
and then transforming them into TTCN-3. While there have
been cases of Excel tables converted to TTCN-3 in some
industrial projects, there are no publications about the
process because typically each Excel spreadsheet was
handled manually on an ad hoc basis to determine data type
and where to read the appropriate data.
We have approached this conversion problem in two
different ways: first we considered a fully automated
conversion using principles of artificial intelligence where
the system would locate the table of data automatically by
for example discovering that a column contains data of the
same data type, then consider the data found in the rows
preceding the data as headings and any other loose and
isolated row as comments. However, one major problem
with this approach is that there is no indication in Excel
tables as to what a stimulus is and what a response is. This
results in inconsistencies. In a second approach we have
used an interactive mock-up of the Excel table for the tester
to delimit the portions of the table that corresponds to either
column heading, stimuli data and response data. This gives
the tester control over the specification of stimuli and
responses.
Such a tool is more efficient than the traditional
approach of hard coding the locations of data in test logic
and creating the data type definitions manually. Also, this
process is of value when considering economies of scale
with large numbers of Excel tables. It large projects with
extensive use of DDT there could be tens of thousands of
such tables.
This is a fundamental choice based on the principle of
strong typing. Effectively, if we would follow the DDT
model of reading data from tables and applying them to the
test script directly, we would detect errors in tables at run

type record StimuliType {
}

charstring city,
charstring country

// cell C5
// cell D5

type record ResponseType{
charstring city,
// cell F5
charstring country,
// cell G5
ObservationType observations
// cell H5
}
type record ObservationType {
float temperature,
// cell H6
charstring sky,
// cell I6
integer precipitation // cell J6
}
Figure 12. TTCN-3 Generated Datatypes Example

B. Generating TTCN-3 templates
Each piece of data of a table is assigned the value of a
field of a template. Each row of the table generates separate
templates in addition to separate templates for stimuli and
response test oracles as follows:

template StimuliType ottawa_test_stimuli
:= {
city := “Ottawa”,
// cell C7
country := “Canada”
// cell D7
}
template ResponseType
ottawa_test_response := {
city := "Ottawa",
// cell F7
country := "Canada", // cell G7
observations := {
temperature := -20,// cell H7
sky := "cloudy",
// cell I7
precipitation := 0 // cell J7
}
}
Figure 13. TTCN-3 Generated Templates Example

C. Generating test behavior
Finally, DDT tables can be interpreted as behavior of the
sequential form unless indicated as shown in Figure 14.
testcase weather_service_test()
runs on MTCType system SystemType {
timer myTimer :=5.0;
map(mtc:myPort, system:systemPort)
// row 7
myPort.send(ottawa_test_stimuli);
alt {
[] myPort.receive
(ottawa_test_response){
setverdict (pass) }
[] myPort.receive
{setverdict(fail)}
[] myTimer.timeout
{setverdict(inconc)}
}
// row 8
myPort.send(paris_test_stimuli);
alt {
[] myPort.receive
(paris_test_response){
setverdict (pass)}
[] myPort.receive
{setverdict(fail)}
[] myTimer.timeout
{setverdict(inconc)}
}
// row 9
myPort.send(NYC_test_stimuli);
alt {
[] myPort.receive
(NYC_test_response){
setverdict (pass) }
[] myPort.receive
{setverdict(fail)}
[] myTimer.timeout
{setverdict(inconc)}
}
unmap(mtc:myPort, system:systemPort);
}
Figure 14. TTCN-3 Generated Test Behavior Example

Thus, each row can produce a stimuli being sent and an
alternative of a response test oracle with both any value and
timeout alternatives. Here again for traceability reasons, we
show the row number in the table that corresponds to the
test step. If we generate templates with names found in the
column with the heading test like ottawa_test, the table
shown in Figure 11 would generate the test behavior shown
in Figure 14. The advantage of a TTCN-3 template
approach for conducting DDT is that everything is clearly
defined and thus is easily traceable at run time without
having to go through trace stacks.
IV.

TOOL IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

We have developed and validated these techniques in the
testing of an avionics software system. In particular, we
implemented a tool to automate the transformation of the
tables into a TTCN-3 test suite. As can be seen in Table [15]
and, the tool provides an interactive marking mechanism.
Each portion of the table can be highlighted and a pull down
menu provides categories to choose from in order to indicate
how to use the selected portion of cells to the tool. There are
three categories of markings required to generate a correct
TTCN-3 test suite:
 Delimiting column headings to be used as field
names for structured data types code generation
 Delimiting the two sub-tables of stimuli and
response test oracles for templates code
generation
 Delimiting the test names column if present to
generate template names.
Our marking tool is a mock-up of the Excel spread-sheet
in that it shows the rows and columns with the content of
the cells as placed in the spread sheet. However, these cells
are used for only one purpose, delimiting each zone
according to their functionality in the TTCN-3 code
generation. No other functionality, like calculations
provided by the Excel sheets, can be performed. Also, the
code generation makes use mostly of combinations of such
markings.

Figure 15. Delimiting column headings

For example, the marking of column headings shown in
Figure 15 is not enough for generating data types because
there are two separate groups of data types to be defined,
one for stimuli and one for response test oracles. Thus, one
must separate the table, shown in Figure 16, and select the
portions of the table that belong to either stimuli or

responses. This includes the column headings since both
data types and test data need to be separated into stimuli and
responses.

standardization, strong type and parallel text execution with
TTCN-3.
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